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Management focused on creating shareholder value. 50% of shares repurchased since 2013.
Low downside risk. Valuation support and company buyback limit downside. Favorable Risk-Reward.
Tailwind to earnings from run-off of purchase intangible amortization.
Denver, CO market is growing rapidly. Strong local economy provides rising tide for loan growth.

Company Overview: $4.6 billion in assets regional bank HQ in Denver area. Operations in TX, KS and MO.
Investment Thesis: Focused on improving asset mix and driving increase in ROA to 1% and ROE to 10%.
Upside 50% with limited long-term downside.
Company created to acquire failed/troubled banks after 2008. Now in growth mode.
Target: Return %: Price/TBV
Upside
29.51
36%
150%
Base
23.60
9%
120%
Current Price
21.65
0%
110%
Downside
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90%
Risk/Reward:
2.0
Next 6 months Trading Range:
Buy
<21.00
Hold
22.50
Sell Half
24.00
Exit
26.00

'17 P/E
29.51
23.60
21.65
17.70

Key Facts:
Asset Sensitity:
Buybacks Remaining:
Takeout Candidate:
Activist Shareholders:

ROTA
ROTCE Price/Book
0.20%
5.08%
1.04
TCE/A
Res/Loans NCOs %
11.80%
1.46%
0.53%

High
5%
Yes
No

NIM
3.26%

HQ: Greenwood Village, CO
States of Operation:
CO, MO, KS, TX
Website:
https://nationalbankholdings.com/
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Summary: National Bank Holding Co. (NBHC). Pivoting to Capital Return was the Right Call
NBHC is run by Tim Laney and Brian Lilly. It was formed after the 2008 crisis to buy failing banks and fix
them, a strategy that in the past has been very profitable. However, they were not able to find enough deals
that met their criteria to put their capital to work, so instead they have been returning it to shareholders via
share buybacks. The company completed a $100 million tender offer for 13.3% of their shares at $21.50 per
share in the summer of 2015. They are still buying back stock, and there are quite a few catalysts coming up
that could drive earnings higher. Buy this high-quality management team while you can. The stock trades at a
full multiple of earnings, as it is still integrating its deals and growing, and has an odd accounting cost its
running off, but its price to book is a very cheap 110%. I expect management to continue to buy back stock at
current levels and then, if apppropriate, sell the company to a bigger competitor, but this is probably a number
of years away. The company puts together extensive investor presentations – see this link for the latest.

Bull Case: $29.50 NBHC rapidly reduces its excess capital, driving EPS higher, either via continued
buybacks or very attractive small acquisitions. Management moves into income capture mode. Eventually
the company could be acquired for a price of $30 or more.
Base Case: $23.60 NBHC continues its large buyback program, while fears about its energy loan portfolio
fade. The large discount to its peers narrows. Management’s efforts to create long-term value become
recognized. Stock trades at 120% of tangible book.
Bear Case: $17.70 NBHC trades at 90% of tangible book value. Scenario unlikely unless WTI trades back
under $30 a barrel and its markets enter a regional, energy driven recession. A lower-for-longer rate outlook
from the Fed could also drive sentiment to new lows for the bank sector overall, as well as NBHC.
FocusPoints:
Asset Sensitivity: High. NBHC estimates that its Net Interest Income (NII) will increase about 4% with a
100 basis point parallel increase across the treasury yield curve. We estimate a slightly larger impact due to
the ability of the company to lag deposit pricing while increasing yields on earning assets faster.
Capital Management: NBHC had $110 million of excess capital as of June 30, 2016, or 17% of its market
cap. Management has been very proactive in reducing this via tender offers and open market purchases. We
expect NBHC to continue to aggressively grow loans and buyback stock throughout 2016-2017.
Takeout Potential: High The top three executive officers of the bank own 9.9% of the company, with
CEO Tim Laney owning 5.9%, CFO Brian Lilly owning 1.3% and Chief Risk Officer Richard Newfield
owning 1.5%. It is our belief that management would sell for $30 or more per share, or over 50% upside.
Shareholder Base: NBHC does not currently have any activist shareholders except for Banc Funds with a
2.2% stake. T. Rowe Price owns 11% of the shares, while Elliot Management has 8.3%.
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DISCLOSURES
FocusPoint Research and its employees and owners are not making an offering for any investment. It represents
only the opinions of Jeffrey Miller. Any views expressed are provided for informational purposes only and should
not be construed in any way as an offer, an endorsement, or inducement to invest and is not in any way a testimony
for Miller's other firms. Jeffrey Miller is a Partner at Eight Bridges Capital Management and a Member of Eight
Bridges Partners, LLC. Eight Bridges Capital Management, LLC is an exempt reporting advisor with the SEC.
Eight Bridges Capital Management solely manages the Eight Bridges Partners, LP investment fund and does not
provide any advice to individual investors in any capacity. This message is intended only for informational
purposes, and does not constitute an offer for or advice about any alternative investment product. Past
performance is not indicative of future performance.
Any views expressed herein are provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed in any way
as an offer, an endorsement, or inducement to invest with any manager, fund, or program mentioned here or
elsewhere. Any opinions about any individual stocks, commodities, or other securities expressed in this article or
any linked articles or websites are solely for informational purposes only and are not an offer or inducement to
buy or sell any securities.
The author and/or funds he manages may hold positions in the securities mentioned and his positions may change
at any time without an obligation to update this disclosure.
All material presented herein is believed to be reliable but we cannot attest to its accuracy. Opinions expressed
in these reports may change without prior notice. Jeffrey Miller and/or funds he manages may or may not have
investments in any securities cited above as well as economic interests in them. Jeffrey Miller can be reached at
503-333-9725 or jmiller@stockresearch.net .
Analyst Certification The following analysts hereby certify that their views about the companies and their
securities discussed in this report are accurately expressed and that they have not received and will not receive
direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing specific recommendations or views in this report:
Jeffrey Miller.
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